
CONCRETE PIPE TESTING MACHINES           

   

Designed and manufactured to test concrete sewer and drain pipes used in drainage 
works, water and irrigation supply systems etc. 

 

The machine is composed of two parts: 

 

- Electro-Hydraulic loading and control system 

- Testing frame, steel made 

 

Electro-hydraulic loading and control system consisting of: 

 

Double action alloy steel ram + cylinder. 
The ram is ground. 
Upper attachment for steel frame cross-beam coupling. 
Spherical seat fixed to the ram for an uniform loading. 
- Hydro-Plus Evolution loading and control cabinet, complete with hydraulic multipiston 
power pack group, maximum pressure safety valve, decompression valve, oil 
flow control valve granting smooth and accurate load pace. 
- Computerized graphic display “Cyber-Plus Evolution” unit mod. C109N with software for 
the acquisition, visualization, processing, printing and saving of the test data and 
certificates. 
- Electric load cell, for accurate load measurement directly from the ram. 
- Two flexible high pressure hoses, to connect the cylinder to the hydraulic power pack. 

Power supply: 230V 1ph 50Hz 1000W 
Dimensions: 500 x 530 xh 1300 mm 
Weight: 70 kg 

 

 
Testing frame, steel madeconsisting of: 

- Frame of structural steel, bolted together with high strength bolts, so it can be easily 
assembled/disassembled for delivery or for site displacements. 
The frame has to be locked to a concrete base to be prepared by the customer. 
- Two upper crossbeams, raised and lowered by a motor two speed operated winch. 
The upper frame crossbeam is locked in position by pins inserted through the columns. 
- Two lower bearers supporting the pipe to be tested. 
The bearers are supplied both flat and “V” shaped as requested by the EN 1916 Spec. 



- Upper loading beam, floating on a seat. 
Power supply of the winch: 230/400V 3ph 50Hz 2000W 

Matest can offer and supply THREE types of machines having different frame size and 
load capacity to test pipes with max. external diameter of: 
2600mm; 1500mm; 1000mm 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: 

The testing frame is delivered disassembled and has to mounted on site following the 
instructions. 

The customer can also manufacture locally the testing frame, and purchase The 
loading/control system only. 

All quoted testing frames cannot be sold in the CE markets. 

 

 

 

 

 


